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The Council’s 2005 Annual Conference took
place on 8th November at Peter Jones in
Sloane Square, London. The Council thanks
Judy Faraday, Archivist for the John Lewis
Partnership, for organising a splendid day.
The theme ‘From Family to FTSE’ inspired
fascinating presentations - a full conference
write-up will appear in the next edition of
this Newsletter. The AGM took place earlier
on the same day and Terry Gourvish’s
Chairman’s Statement is reproduced here as
delivered at the meeting.

Chairman’s Statement
2004-5 has proved to be
another good year for the
Council.
Journal, Newsletter, Web
The issues of our journal Business Archives –
‘Principles and Practice’, and ‘Sources and
History’, continue to thrive under the
direction of new editors, Valerie Johnson, of
BP, and Dr Michael Anson, of the Bank of
England. Under Jane Waller’s most
competent direction, we have published the
customary four issues of our Newsletter, and
enhanced the process of dissemination with
development of the BAC web-site. I should
like to draw your attention to the ‘Hidden
Assets’ section of the website, which
promotes the professional management of
business archives. Jane has also made it
possible to access articles from back issues of
the journals.
My thanks on your behalf to everyone
concerned in these ventures.

Conference 2004
Hosted by Lloyds TSB on 30 November 2004,
we held a very successful conference on the
theme of ‘Business Archives: Fit for the
Future?’. The sessions were chaired by
Nicholas Kingsley, then County Archivist of
Gloucestershire and now Head of National
Advisory Services, TNA. Lively debates on the
challenging future for business archives were
stimulated by our speakers: Piet Clement,
Heads of Library, Archives and Research
Support at the Bank for International
Settlements, Basel; Andy Pols, of Pols
Consulting; Martin Rush, of the Royal Mail
Group; Adam Green and Gary Collins, from
the Access to Mineral Heritage Project; and
Justin Cavernelis-Frost of MLA. There was
also a valuable panel session on Funding,
with contributions from Lucy Jones of BT,
Rachel Hosker, Scottish Business Archive,
Glasgow University, Lisa Giffen, BAC
(Scotland), Judy Aitken, from the Heritage
Lottery Fund, and Tania Noble of Arts and
Business.

Wadsworth Prize 2004
At a reception held at the Bank of England
Museum on 30 November 2004, the Prize for
2004 was awarded to Professor J. Forbes
Munro, of the University of Glasgow, for his
book Maritime Enterprise and Empire. Sir
William Mackinnon and his Business Network,
1823-1893 (Boydell Press, 2003). The award
was presented by our President, Sam Twining,
and Sir Ian Hay Davison, a member of the
Prize panel. Congratulations to the winner,
and our thanks to Sarah Millard and the Bank
of England for generously acting as hosts.

Bursary
Following the award to Stephan Schwarzkopf
last year, the fruits of which we expect to see
in print very soon, I am delighted to
announce that we have another worthy
winner, after a competitive round of judging.
Mr Hiroki Shin of St. Catharine’s College,
Cambridge has won the 2005 award and will
use the funding to research ‘levels of
confidence in the Bank of England note’, with
particular reference to archives in Wales and
Scotland.

Business Records
Development Officer
But above all, our greatest achievement, for
which Sara Kinsey deserves much of the
credit, has been in persuading TNA and other
members of our Business Archives Round
Table to support an exciting new initiative in
business archives, the funding for a two-year
post of business records development officer,
to be based at TNA in Kew. The Council dug
deep into its pockets to come up with £16,000
over the two years, but is delighted to find
that its entrepreneurial spirit has been
matched elsewhere. In addition to support
and accommodation from TNA, we have
received commitments to fund from the
Society of Archivists, MLA, CyMAL, and the
Economic History Society. The development
officer will fill gaps in the business archives
map and deal with special cases and
emergencies. The venture, I feel, is a tribute to
wide acceptance of the view that we should all
be making a pro-active stand on the business
archives issue.

New Executive Members
I should like to introduce our new executive
committee members, who have joined us
since last year: Judy Faraday, Partnership
Archivist for the John Lewis Partnership, who
has organised our events here today; and two
business historians: Dr Gerben Bakker, from
the Department of Accounting, Finance and
Management, University of Essex, who was
formerly at the LSE and the European
University Institute in Florence; and Dr Roy
Edwards, from the School of Management,
University of Southampton, also formerly at
the LSE.

Chairman’s Statement cont…

Valedictory
Finally, and rather sadly, it is time to pay tribute to some
resignations. First, it is with regret that I announce that
Melanie Aspey of Rothschilds is to step down from the
Executive. Melanie has been a loyal and effective supporter
of the Council since the days she was an advisory officer.
She has been a trustee for some years, and was my
predecessor as Chair from 1999 to 2003. I hope that she
will be able to rejoin the Executive at a later stage.
Eamon Dyas of News International has also resigned from
the Executive, and we will certainly miss his support.

Ionian Bank collection at the
London School of Economics &
Political Science
September 2003 saw the launch of a two-year project to
improve access to the papers of Ionian Bank Limited held
in LSE Archives. Supported by Alpha Bank, the Project
involved a programme of archival description, digitisation
and conservation. The catalogue of the Bank’s papers is
now complete and available to researchers on-line at
www.lse.ac.uk/library/archive.
The papers of the Ionian Bank were deposited with LSE in
1980 via the BAC. The Bank was founded in the 1830s and
was the first joint-stock bank based in London to conduct
business overseas. Its business activities covered Greece,
Cyprus, Egypt and the USA. The Egyptian Government
sequestered the Egyptian branches in 1956 and the
business of the Bank in Greece and Cyprus was sold off in
1957. In 2000 Ionian Bank merged with Alpha Credit
Bank, forming Alpha Bank.
The archive includes material relating to the Bank's
foundation and constitution dating from 1837 to 1956. It
also features company reports and accounts, 1839 - 1974;
and minute books and corporate records, notably the
minutes of the Court of Directors and succeeding bodies,
1839 - 1975. There is also a large quantity of material
concerning the Bank's offices, branches and agencies in

Again, I hope that he will be able to rejoin the Executive at
a later stage.
Regretfully, I also have to reveal that Fiona Maccoll of Rio
Tinto, is stepping down after seven years of sterling service
on the Executive. Fiona has acted as Deputy Chair and
Secretary since 2003. The secretarial baton is to be passed
to Karen Sampson of Lloyds TSB, and I have no doubt
there will be a seamless transition from one sound and
supportive colleague to the next.
Terry Gourvish
Chairman
8 November 2005

Greece, Egypt, Greece and Istanbul (Constantinople) 1922
- 1958, such as correspondence with the Bank's offices in
London and Athens, balance sheets ands other financial
records, branch managers' yearly reports, and inspection
reports. The cataloguing process began in September 2003
and was completed by early April 2005, signalling the
fulfilment of one the project’s core objectives.
In addition to the creation of a new catalogue, a
fundamental goal was to facilitate the digitisation of
minute books from the collection’s Court of Directors
section. The Court of Directors was based in London and
was responsible for the formulation, revision and approval
of Bank policy. Given the current prices charged by
scanning bureaux that regularly handle work on behalf of
archive repositories, it was resolved to digitise the first
twelve volumes from this section, which span the years
1839 to 1917. Over 2,000 images were created in the course
of this process, which began in October 2004 and was
completed by the end of June 2005.
With the support of Alpha Bank the Ionian Bank Project
has created a unique on-line resource for business and
family historians which is accessible across the globe. This
resource will prove invaluable for those who are interested
in the development of banking in the eastern
Mediterranean during the 19th and 20th centuries.
For enquiries concerning the Ionian Bank archive and
catalogue, please contact document@lse.ac.uk.

The Sainsbury Study Centre at the Museum in Docklands
The Sainsbury Archive is a collection of documents, artefacts,
photographs and audiovisual material relating to the history of
the nation’s oldest major food retailing chain, which was
founded by John James and Mary Ann Sainsbury in 1869.
Since its establishment thirty years ago, the Archive has become
widely recognised as one of the UK’s leading business
collections. The Archive continues to grow, forming the
corporate memory of Sainsbury’s and its past and present
subsidiaries, while also providing a unique record of the
transformation that has occurred in retailing since the mid-19th
century, and the impact of these changes on society. It is a
collection of national importance, documenting the growth of a
household name from strong London roots.
In April 2003, the Archive was established as an independent
charity: it continues to be fully supported by the company, but
now also benefits from the support of two charitable trusts of the

Sainsbury family. October 2005 saw the culmination of an
innovative partnership between the Museum of London and the
Sainsbury Archive Trust, with the opening of the new purposedesigned Sainsbury Study Centre at London’s Museum in
Docklands. The Sainsbury Archive will join other important
archives held by the Museum in Docklands to form an accessible
resource for specialist researchers and the general public alike.
Opened in 2003 with Heritage Lottery funding, The Museum in
Docklands is a constituent part of the Museum of London
Group and is situated close to Canary Wharf in London’s
Docklands. Its extensive collections tell the story of the
formation and development of what was the world’s greatest
port, out of which grew London’s pivotal role as a centre of
commercial, maritime and financial prestige. With holdings
including the records of the Port of London Authority and its
predecessor bodies from 1770 onwards, the Docklands Library
and Archive has established itself as the single most important

from early Sainsbury’s counter service stores and both areas
include space for temporary displays showcasing material from
across the Sainsbury’s and Docklands collections.
Computer terminals in the Information Zone provide access to
online resources including the Sainsbury’s Virtual Museum
website (http://www.jsainsbury.co.uk/museum/museum.htm).
This NGfL-approved educational site contains activities and
resources linked to Keys Stages 1-3 of the History national
curriculum as well as material for the Literacy Hour, ICT and
Maths. A range of paper resources will also be available for
browsing – visitors will be able to explore their local area
through old branch photographs, compare today’s grocery
prices with those from a century ago or even look up a recipe
from Sainsbury’s extensive range of cookery publications,
launched in the 1970s. Experienced archive staff will be on hand
to assist researchers and answer enquiries.

Newspaper advertisement for Sainsbury’s new Lewisham
branch, demonstrating ‘How to shop self-service’, 1955.
source for those wishing to study historical and contemporary
aspects of the river port and Docklands.
Sainsbury’s has a long association with the Docklands area - in
1881 John James Sainsbury established a shop in Watney Street ,
Stepney, one of London’s busiest market streets, selling provisions
such as cheese and salt bacon to a customer base of East End
dockers and lightermen, who would stock up with bulk orders
before setting off down the Thames with their cargoes. Sainsbury’s
started out as a dairy and fresh provisions store, and while much
of its stock came from UK farms, butter, cheese, eggs, poultry and
meat were also imported, mainly from Europe, but also from
Argentina, New Zealand and the United States. Other grocery
goods were sold from 1903, and came through the docks from all
over the world, including India, Africa, China and the West Indies.
The core of the Sainsbury Archive was formed following the
company’s centenary in 1969 and has steadily grown so that it is
now comprises more than 16,000 items, illustrating the history
of food retailing from the days of butter pats and bacon slicers,
to food rationing, the establishment of self-service
supermarkets, out-of-town superstores and the technological
sophistication of today’s supermarkets.
The archive is already used widely both within the company and
externally, by researchers at all levels exploring areas such as
business and retail history, the history of food shopping and
eating habits, architecture and urban development, advertising,
display, packaging and product design, as well as local and
family history. The establishment of the Sainsbury Study Centre
will facilitate access to both the Sainsbury’s and Docklands
collections for existing users as well as opening up the research
possibilities of these rich resources to new audiences.
An open access ‘Information Zone’ provides an informal
learning space for teachers and students, lifelong learners and
the general visitor, while a dedicated ‘Research Zone’ is available
by appointment for those undertaking specialist research or
wishing to explore primary sources in further depth. The design
of the Information Zone incorporates architectural features

Sainsbury’s commitment to education is well-established
through initiatives such as BookStart and Taste of Success and
the Sainsbury Archive has always undertaken a variety of
outreach activities, whether giving talks to school and
community groups or loaning material to local museum
services. Moving to the Museum in Docklands provides an
exciting opportunity for the Archive to extend its outreach
programme, harnessing the expertise of the Museum’s Access
and Learning team and the enthusiasm and experience of local
Sainsbury’s staff veterans to provide a range of talks and events.
The launch of the study centre follows a two-year project to
undertake the first systematic and comprehensive listing of the
archive to professional standards, using the CALM cataloguing
system. In addition to the production of a full inventory-level
catalogue, three major sections of the archive, relating to
branches, advertising and product packaging, have been
described in detail. Work on editing descriptions, improving
arrangement, linking to digital images and adding new records is
ongoing, with a view to eventually making the catalogue publicly
available online. Another future priority will be the
establishment of a digitisation programme to ensure the longterm preservation of key material from the archive’s extensive
audiovisual holdings, which include television advertisements,
training videos and oral history recordings.

Outstanding library and archive collections receive
national recognition
On 28 October 2005 The Museums, Libraries and
Archives Council (MLA) announced a list of 38 collections
in libraries and archives across England that have been
recognised as having outstanding national and
international importance under the Designation Scheme.
Celebrating and safeguarding the nation’s heritage held in
libraries and archives, the new status will enable the 28
libraries and archives to raise the profile of the collections
and attract more visitors.
The list includes an impressive variety of library and
archive collections, ranging from religious and higher
education library collections to business and company
archives. Some highlights include:
● Archives relating to Cornwall’s hard-rock mining
industry in Cornwall Record Office - A comprehensive
overview from the sixteenth century to the present day
of an industrial activity that not only transformed
Cornwall’s economy and environment, but had a
significant impact on modern industrial society as a
whole.
● All holdings in the Britten-Pears library, one of the UK’s
most important music archives and facilities for music
research. The continually growing collection of books,
manuscripts, recordings and printed music was
originally assembled by the composer Benjamin Britten
(1913-1976) and the tenor Peter Pears (1910- 1986).
The library hosts organised educational visits, holds
exhibitions and is visited by research scholars.
● The unrivalled Birmingham Collection, charting every
aspect of Birmingham’s history, at the Birmingham
Central library, as well as photographic, archive,
literature, music and printing collections. The library is
recognised as being unique among UK public libraries
for the depth and range of its collections and it hosts a
wide range of events, activities and outreach
programmes.
● The Archive of the United Africa Company held by
Unilever Archive and Records Management in the
North West. This business archive containing papers
dating from the late eighteenth century to the colonial
period of African history and its aftermath, is the
largest of its kind and is of international importance to
historians of African, imperial and business history.
● All collections held in the British Library of Political and
Economic Science at the London School of Economics
and Political Science. The library is considered to be the
most significant centre for social scientists in the UK
due to its vast collection of both primary archive
resources and secondary resources including research
monographs and serial titles. Its historical collection of
pamphlets in all European languages is unrivalled;
many items are rare and not duplicated in any other
library.

MLA Chairman, Mark Wood welcomed the newly
announced list saying: “These 38 collections are among
those in England that stand out from the crowd and it’s

extremely satisfying to be able to raise their profile through
the Designation Scheme. As well as raising public
awareness of the collection, Designation confers a status
which has often enabled libraries, archives and museums
to strengthen their ability to raise additional funds.”
He continues: “There are many other collections which
would be worthy of Designated status and we are setting
up a rolling programme to accommodate future
applications.”
Applications for designation may be submitted at any time
and will be scheduled into the next available panel agenda.
The application guidance notes are currently being
updated to explain how this process will operate and will
be published on the MLA website shortly.
www.mla.gov.uk.

IN BRIEF
● The British Records Association has relaunched its
“Archivist for Hire” service. The Association’s own
archivist is available to help other organisations on a
daily or project basis. Enquiries to Celia Pilkington,
BRA Archivist, tel. +44 (207) 833 0428.
● ALM London has produced a PR toolkit as a practical
guide to take archives, libraries and museums through
the process of getting stories into the media. For tips on
how to identify good stories, write press releases,
contact journalists and pictures desks, visit the Archives
section of www.almlondon.org.uk.
● Elizabeth Hallam Smith, Director of National Advisory
and Public Services at The National Archives in Kew
and Chair of the National Council on Archives, is to
become Director of Information Services and Librarian
at the House of Lords.

BAC Award for Bursary for
Business History Research
Applications for the 2006 Bursary are now invited.
Applications should be received by 31st March 2006. An
advertisement with full details is included in this
Newsletter mailing. Details can also be found on
www.businessarchivescouncil.com.
The Editor of this Newsletter is Jane Waller. The next issue
will appear in Winter 2006. Prospective copy should be sent
to Jane Waller at ING Bank NV, 60 London Wall, London
EC2M 5TQ; jane.waller@uk.ing.com.
The Deputy Chairman and Hon Secretary is Fiona Maccoll,
Records Manager, Rio Tinto Plc, 6 St James’s Square, London
SW1Y 4LD (tel: 020 7753 2123);
Fiona.maccoll@riotinto.com.
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